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August 11, 1978 ""_' = _ _, A!; rE!aders ,wlll,J?e 1Lwl're,"'Ye"haye been considerillgJn ,this space for the past two weeks the 
history and prospects Qi-instituiIOilCl1"g;owth lssue"s-: w.; "two ·weeKs -ago fhatthe -
of these issues over the past six years had been less than spectacular, since, on average, they 
had lost almost 2/3 of their value between 1972 and 1974, and, through year-end 1977, their recovery 
had been modest indeed. In the course of this washout, the price being paid for a dollar of earnings 
on Our average of 12 of these issues declined from 2.8 times the multiple for the S & P 500 in 1972 
to 1.5 times last year, despite the fact that earnings, by and large, had continued to rise. 

Last week we analyzed the technical pattern which had been produced by this price action, 
suggesting that the sharp decline, followed by four years of lateral trading, had produced the potential 
for impressively higher prices. We noted, however, that the realization of that potential would re-
quire fundamental alteration of recent supply/demand patterns. It is thos e supply/demand patterns 
that we want to discuss this week. In other words, having covered where growth stocks appear to be 
at the present time in the marketplace, it is perhaps useful to examine just how they got that way. 
We think the answer is available in a study of recent institutional trading tendencies. 

The key word here is "institutional." The stocks we are discussing are, by and large, among 
the largest institutional holdings and have, in the past (occasionally to excess), been among their 
largest purchases. It is, ultimately, institutional buying patterns which will determine the course 
of prices for thes e stocks. 

It is appropriate for purposes of this study to use pension fund activity as a proxy for all 
institutional activity. Private, non-insured pension funds are the largest single category of insti-
tutional investors ($181 billion of assets), the fastest growing (They have more than doubled their 

_ as!;etsJn ten yeara.),and relatively the most flexible in terms of percentage of common stocks 
=--"-h"-'eld IUs" demonstrable that SWings-ill common -stock a"ctivitY"bytn-ese-funds can, oy their ...... -I-

massiveness, have profound effects on the equity market. 
Indeed, the sharp rise in institutional growth issues to 1972 can largely be explained in terms 

of pension fund actiVity. In 1963, pension funds had 38% of their assets at book value in equities. 
In 1973, the peak year, that number had reached a peak of 64%. This stage, of course, could be 
reached only in one way, by a substantial infusion of pension fund cash flow into the equity market. 

That cash flow, representing largely contributions by companies and employees, is huge and 
has been grOWing. In 1977, it reached the record figure of $21 billion, a new source of investment 
funds equivalent to 2.7% of the total market value of all NYSE-listed stocks and 11.59% of the total 
market value of all 1977 trading. As we noted, it was necessary, in order to build up equity holdings, 
for funds to inject large portions of this increase in book value into the stock market, and this indeed 
they did during the early 1970's. In 1971, the largest year of such activity, $8.9 billion, or 95% of 
pension cash flow, entered the equity market. 

Subsequent years saw a sharp dropoff in common stock purchases. In 1974. the year of the 
market low, they had dropped to$2.4 bUlion. They recovered in 1976 to $7.2 billion but dropped 
off again sharply in 1977 to $4.5 bUlion. Most of this decline took place in the second half, and, 
in the first quarter of 1978, (incidentally, the quarter in which the year's lows were made) pension 
funds were net sellers of equities for the first time since the figures have been compiled. 

In terms of cash flow, this drop off is even more substantial. In 1977, only 21% of book-value 
increase went into the equity market, and for 1978 the figure will probably be less. At current rates 
of cash fl""!,, a a!most :':w ___ 
money -- a figure $9.5 billion above the level of 1977. Under the pressure of this sharply'reduced 
level of equity purchases, the percentage of pension fund assets invested in common stocks had 
declined, by last year, to 1969-1970 levels. The key question for the intermediate term is whether 
the funds' relative aversion to equities will continue or whether it will reverse itself in the near 
future. This is a prospect which we intend to treat next week. 
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